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The NOvA experiment  
Present	 NOvA	 Oscilla0on	 studies	 are	 based	 on	
exposure:	 	8.85x1020	 (ν)	and	12.33x1020	 (ν	 ̄)	POT	 	and	
resulted	in:		

•  4.4𝜎	 evidence	 for	 electron	 an2neutrino	
appearance	in	the	muon	an2neutrino	beam.		

•  1.9𝜎	 preference	 for	 the	 Normal	 Neutrino	Mass	
Hierarchy,	 exclusion	of	𝛿CP	=	𝜋/2	 in	 the	 Inverted	
Hierarchy	at	>	4.0𝜎.	

•  Best	 fit	 for	 the	 Normal	 Hierarchy	 𝛿CP	 =	 0𝜋,	
sin2𝜃23	=	0.56,	𝛥m2

32=+2.48x10-3eV2.	

•  Upper	octant	of	 sin2𝜃23	 is	 preferred	at	 1.6𝜎,	 but	
s2ll	consistent	with	maximal	mixing	at	1.2𝜎.		
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Light	R/O	for	LArTPC	of	the	DUNE	ND	

Future NOvA/DUNE 

Moreover,	the	JINR	group	has	already	developed	the	Light	Collec2on	
System	of	 	the	Liquid	Argon	modules,	which	are	constructed	 	by	the	
Collabora2on	for	the	DUNE	Near	Detector.		
	
It	 is	 planned	 that	 the	 JINR	 responsibility	 will	 include	 the	 full	
construc2on	 chain	 of	 this	 system:	 Detectors,	 Front-End	 electronics,	
DAQ,	Slow	Control,	Calibra2on	system,	etc.		

NOvA	 is	 approved	 to	 run	 un2l	 2024	 and	 3-4	 2mes	
increase		sta2s2cs,	which	will	provide:		

•  Possible	3-5𝜎	sensi2vity	to	mass	hierarchy		
•  Poten2al	sensi2vity	to	CP	viola2on	phase	>	2𝜎		

Later	 on,	 the	 DUNE	 project	 will	 come	 into	 opera2on	
providing	 significantly	 beaer	 sensi2vity	 to	 the	 mass	
hierarchy	and	CP	phase.		
	
The	 JINR	 group	 is	 planning	 to	 con2nue	 its	 successful	
par2cipa2on	in	NOvA	and	extrapolate	the	NOvA	analyses	
and	tools	to	the	framework	and	condi2ons	of	DUNE.		

this 
measurement 	
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Results and Prospects: NOvA, T2K and DUNE  



JINR Tasks in brief (NOvA) 
•  Running	Remote	Opera2on	Center	at	Dubna	for	JINR	and	

Russian	Ins2tutes	in	NOvA.		

•  Measurements	at	NOvA	test	benches	at	JINR	for	detector	
response	tuning.		

•  Compu2ng	resources	for	NOvA	simula2on	and	analyses.		

•  Calcula2on,	 modeling	 and	 measurement	 of	 neutrino	
interac2on	cross	sec2ons	in	the	Near	Detector.		

•  Oscilla2on	analysis	op2miza2on	and	development	of	new	
analyses	(search	for	Supernova,	Magne2c	Monopole,	etc.).				



JINR Tasks in brief (DUNE) 
•  R&D	and	Construc2on	of	the	Light	Collec2on	System	for	the	

2x2	Demonstrator	of	 the	DUNE	 Lar	ND,	 including:	detector,		
electronics,	DAQ,	slow	control,	etc.		

•  Development	 of	 the	 Computer	 infrastructure	 for	 the	 DUNE	
(Tier2)	cluster	at	JINR		

•  Extension	of	the	NOvA	analyses	and	tools	created	at	JINR	to	
the	DUNE	framework.		

•  Development	 of	 Monte	 Carlo	 simula2on	 (in	 par2cular,	
GENIE)	and	reconstruc2on	sohware.		



Project details (Personnel) 

The	average	age	of	 the	JINR	NOvA	team	is	~35	years.	There	are:	1	bachelor,	2	master	and	2	PhD	students;	14	
young	research	scien2sts	also	preparing	PhD	(5	of	them	are	ready	to	present	their	thesis	in	the	near	future),	10	
engineers,	4	staff	members	with	PhD	degrees	and	4	professors.		



Project details (Resources) 
The	following	resources	are	requested	for	the	proposed	extension	of	the	NOvA/DUNE	project	at	JINR	
for	the	period	of	2021-2023:		
1)  25K$			-	Maintenance	and	upgrade	of	the	ROC-Dubna.	Office	equipment	(ageing	desktop	and	laptop	

computer	replacement)	for	team	members.		

2)  45K$			-	Laboratory	equipment	for	tests.	Addi2onal	hardware	for	tests,	including	DAQ	and	analysis	
computers.		

3)  250K$	-	Construc2on	of	the	Liquid	Argon	Light	Collec2on	system	for	the	2x2	ArgonCube	DUNE	ND	
Demonstrator.		

4)  300K$	-	Compu2ng	infrastructure	extension.	We	plan	to	add	~2PB	of	disk	storage	to	the	common	
NOvA/DUNE	resources	in	the	framework	of	the	JINR	neutrino	experiments	plaporm.		

5)  300K$	-	money	for	visi2ng	the	NOvA	and	DUNE	collabora2ng	laboratories,	par2cipa2ng	in	
conferences	and	mee2ngs.		



Project details (SWOT)  



Project details (Recent Reports, Seminars and Presenta;ons) 



Summary 
•  NOvA	experiment	provides	important	results	by	measuring	oscilla2ons	with	neutrino	and	
an2neutrino	NuMI	beam		

•  The	 JINR	 group	 in	 NOvA	 is	 contribu2ng	 significantly	 to	 the	 experiment’s	 results	 in	
different	areas	of	analysis		

•  NOvA	con2nues	data	taking	un2l	2024	and	it	 is	proposed	to	prolong	the	project	at	JINR	
for	the	next	three	years	period	(2021-2023)		

•  It	is	also	planned	to	extend	the	scope	of	the	project	ac2vi2es	by:		

•  contribu2ng	to	the	R&D	and	construc2on	of	the	Light	Collec2on	System	for	the	DUNE	Near	Detector		

•  preparing	DUNE	data	analyses	on	the	basis	of	the	ones	developed	by	JINR	for	NOvA		

•  The	work	 in	NOvA/DUNE	 project	 at	 JINR	 provides	 an	 excellent	 	 opportunity	 for	 visible	
contribu2on	to	the	world-class	physics		


